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1 Introduction
Let A be an n X n complex nonsingular irreducible block p-cyclic H -matrix which, without loss ofgenerality, may be assumed to have the following block form
A:=I -L- U=: (1.1)
I p _ 1 -Bp_ 1
-~ ~
In (1.1) L and U are the strictly lower and strictly upper triangular parts of A, respedively, andIj, j == l(l)p, is the unit matrix of order nj with Ej=l nj == n. The block Jacobi iteration ma.trixassociated with A is then
(1.2)
Op_l Bp _ t
Bp Op
where OJ is the square nullmatrix of order nj, j == l(l)p, As is known, the SOR and the SSORiteration matrices associated with A in (1.1), denoted by .c~ and S~ I respectively, are given by thefollowing matrix expressions
£~ := (I - wL)[(I- w)I +wU]
and
s~ := (I - wU)S~(I - wut1 •
In (1.4)
S~ := M(L)M(U),
where M(G) denotes the matrix product
M(G) := (I - wG)-l[(I - w)I +wG).










p(s6) vwE (O,w(A)), (1.8)
2
w(A):= 1 +p(lJAIJ (1.9)
The result on p(.c~) is due to Kahan for M-matrices [9J and to Kulisch for H-matrices [10l while
the one on p(S~) is due to Alefeld and Varga [1]. Based on previous works on the SOR and SSOR
iteration matrices for the class of H-matrices A (see, e.g., (13], [12], [17], [18]) Neumaier and Varga
[11] gave the exact domain of convergence, in the (p(lJAD, w)-plane, for the SSOR iterative method
for the class of nonsingular H-matrices. An open question regarding convergence on one of the
boundaries of the region in [ll] was settled later in [4].
The discovery of the functional equation, that connects the eigenvalue spectra u(S~) and u(JA)
for p-cyclic matrices A, by Varga, Niethammer and Cai [18], extended later to cover the class
of generalized p-cyclic consistently ordered matrices by Chong and. Cai [3J. allowed the present
authors to determine exact regions of convergence, in the (p(JA),w).plane, for the p-cyclic and the
generalized p-cyclic SSOR iteration method ([5], [6]). Also, in a work that was developed later than
this present one [7], the same authors determined exact regions of convergence, in the (p(]JAI),w).
plane, for the p-cyclic SSOR so that p(S~) < Iw -11. Obviously, this inequality implies dominant
convergence of the SSOR method over the SOR one for p-cyclic matrices since from Kahan's work
it is Iw - 11 $ p(£6)·
In this paper we adopt the classical terminology and notation which is most common and can
be found in the excellent textbooks by Varga [16], Young [19] and Berman and Plemmons [2J. The
manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive the analog of the Varga-Niethammer-Cai
functional equation that connects the eigenvalue spectra of the absolute value of the Jacobi iteration
matrix IJAj and of a certain majorizer Q~ of the S~ matrix, similar to the SSOR iteration matrix
S~. In this way, equation (2.27) (or (2.33» of [14] is generalized. In Section 3 we determine the
regions in the (p(jJAI),w).plane such that p(Q~) < Iw -1]. Finally, in Section 4 we determine the
neighborhoods of dominant convergence U",,(A) such that the following series of relationships holds
(1.10)
2 Derivation of the Varga-Niethammer-Cai's (VNC) Functional
Equation Analog
We begin with the derivation of VNC equation as in [18) since its analog is to differ from it at a



















wP- 1(2 -w)Bt B2 ..• 8,,_1
",1'-2(2 - ",)82 8,,_1
wP- 3(2 -w)Ba 8,,_1
(2.1)
Using (2.1) and (2.2) in (1.5) yields
0,





w(2 -w)Bp _ 1
(I - w)I,
wp - 1a"8t B2 8,,_1
w p- 2uB2Bs 8,,_1




wI' p2 BpBt ... 8"-1
(2.3)
u =(I -w)(2-w), Il =2 -w.
Let ~ E u(S~), with ~ # (1- w)', and T = ~ - (I-w)' E u(Tw ), where
(2.4)
T. = S~ - (1- w)'I. (2.5)
Let also X = (Xf, Xi",.,X;_11 XiV E (J!" be the eigenvector ofT"" corresponding to r with
Xj E (/}'i, j = l(l)p. There will be
TwX = rX.










Solving now the (p - l)st equation of (2.7) for X p_ 1 and using the result obtained in the (p _ 2)Dd
one; then solving for Xp_ 2 and so on up to the first equation which is solved for Xl, and finally
substituting into the last equation we have that
+ WP-21l2£:W2(£+I)+w'P-11l2!!.W+WPIL2j B B B X,... 't' 'T ,... ... ,... pl'" p-l P
From this we obtain
(,,'r +u')(r + u)P-'wPBpB, ... Bp_IXp ; rPXp • (2.8)
Since T # 0 it follows that X p '# 0 (for if X p = 0 then from (2.7) X = 0) is an eigenvector of
Bp B1 ... Bp _ 1 with corresponding eigenvalue rP/ «.u.2r + (2)(r +o-)J·-2w p). On the other hand,
from (1.2) it is
[
B,B, ... Bp_IBp
A 8 2B3 ·· • BpBt(J )P; .
Thus if 0 i' b E u(JA) there exists Y,. E fl'" \ {O} such that
(2.9)
Bp 8 1 ••. 8,,_28 p_l y;, = [1'1';..
Therefore from (2.8) and (2.10) it is implied that
6
(2.10)
T" :;:: (JL2 T + cr2 )(T + cr),,-2w"b", (2.11)
which is nothing but VNC functional equation [18].
To derive the analog of (2.11) we are interested in we note that from (2.3) and (2.5) we have
where




wP- 16Ct C2 C,,_I
w,,-26C2C3 Cp_1
W p- 30C3 C4 • .. Cp_ 1 (2.13)
with
0,,_1 w6Cp_ 1
woC" W2JL2CpC1 W3JL2CpC1C2 WPJL 2CpC1 ·· .Cp_1
wE (0,2), 5 = lal = 11 - wl(2 - w), c; = IB;I, j = 1(I)p. (2.14)
An analysis similar to the previous one for the derivation of VNC functional equation (2.11)
leads to the following conclusion.
-
Theorem 2.1. Let A be the block p-cyclic matrix in (1.1) and JA in (1.2) be the Jacobi
iteration matrix associated with A. Let also that for any w E (0,2), JL and 6 be defined by (2.4)
and (2.14), respectively. Then, if T E a(~) \ {O}, with R6 being defined in (2.13) - (2.14), and c
satisfies
T' = (,,'T +5')(T+ 5)'-'w'c"
then c E a(IJAI). Conversely, if c E a(IJAI) and if T l' 0 satisfies (2.15) then T E a(R6).
(2.15)
Remarks: i) It is pointed out that the validity of the theorem does to require A to be irreducible
or H-matrix. ii) (2.15) differs from VNC equation (2.11) in three points: a) It has 6;::: ]1-wl(2-w)
instead of a = (1- w)(2 - w). b) It has c E a(lJAI) instead of bE a(JA), and c) It is T E a(R6)
instead of T E cr(T",), where IT",I ::; R6. iii) Based on the differences that are pointed out in (ii)
previously one could note that (2.15) would be identically (2.11) if wE (0,1) and IJAI = JA. The
latter holds, e.g., if A is an M-matrix.
3 Regions of Dominant Convergence
As has already been mentioned, in this section we shall try to determine regions in the «p(]JAI),w»-
plane, p(lJAI) E [0,1) and w E (0,2), snch that
7
p(Q~) < Iw - 11 ,;; p(.c~), (3.1)
where Q6 is the majorizer of si (see (2.12)). It is reminded that S~ is similar to the SSOR
iteration matrix S~. For the leftmost inequality in (3.1) to hold use of (2.15) will be made and
Rouche's theorem (see [15]. [8]) will be applied. We note that this particular way of attacking our
present problem led us later on to more relaxed a8sumptions and therefore to the stricter regions
of dominant convergence derived in the corresponding section of [7]. We also point out that the
regions regarding the majorizer Qi obtained in this section are derived here for the first time.
Using (2.12) the first inequality in (3.1) becomes
p(R~) < Iw - 11(1-lw - 11).
Since p(R6) = max Ii-I, with T:f:. 0 satisfying (2.15), we set
T = Iw - 11(1-lw - 11J<p
and require, equivalently, that
ITI
l<pI = i:-lw,------;'-+-'-o:-'------;l"'l) < 1.11(1 Iw
Using the simple transforma.tion
t :=w-l, wE (0,2)\ {l}
and substituting T from (3.3) into (2.15) yields, after some simple manipulation,
/(<p):= t'P" - [(1- t)<p + tl(<p+ 1)'-'(1 + t)'c' = O.
Since the function







has all its zeros equal to 0 < I, then according to Rouche?s theorem ([15], [8]), J(ep) will have all
its zeros strictly within ~he unit circle, Le., llpl < I, if and only if
1/(<p)-g(<p)l<lg(<p)I, <pEoll,
where an denotes the unit circle. In view of (3.6) and (3.7), (3.8) is equivalent to




cp = x + iV, x,gElR,
, ,
x +y :::; 1. (3.10)
Using (3.10) in (3.9) it can be obtained that
8
(3.11)
{[(1- t)x + t]' +[(1- t)y]')'/' [(x + I)' +y'I'/'-'(l +t)'lel' < ItI
(1 + t)'lel' 1
Itl < ::m-'-a.JL::-,-~.-~-,'{"'[('l---;t")"+;-;;t,:-+,o2"'t"'(l'----;;t)"xi"iJ'''/'"'(2'+"'"""2"x)='/"'=""r
To find the maximum in the denominator of the right ha.nd side of (3.11) we introduce the function
h(x, t) := [(1- t)' +t' +2t(1 - t)xJ'/'(2 + 2x)'/'-" (3.12)
where x E [-1,1] and t E (-1,1)\ {OJ. In the sequel we shall use the symbol "".," to denote equality
in sign between two_ expressions. Thus by differentiating (3.12) with respect to x we obtain that
IJh { 2t(1 - t) + (p - 2)[(1- t)' + t'J }
- ..... t x+ .IJx 2(p - 1)(1 t)t
We distinguish two cases:
Case I: t E (-I,D). In this case the inequality
( ) ._ 2t(1 - t) +(p - 2)[(1 - t)' +t'J -1s t,p .- 2(p _ 1)(1- t)t >






On the other hand the
(3.15)
4t' - 4t - (p - 2) > O.
The latter inequality holds if and only if t < l-yt=r. which in turn can hold if and only if p < 10.
From the analysis so far it follows that: i) Forp < 10. a)If-l < t < l-yt=r thenforl2: x ~ 3(t,p)
and in view of (3.13) it is g~ :$ 0, therefore h(x, t) strictly decreases as a function of x, while for
-1 :$ x ~ .s(t,p), ~; ~ 0 and hex, t) strictly increases with x. In either case it is
max h(x,t) = h(s(t,p),t). (3.16)
-1$:1:$1
b) If l-yt=r ~ t < 0 then s(t,p) ~ 1 ~ x 2:: -1, ~ ~ 0, h(x,t) strictly increases with x and
max h(x,t) = h(l,t). (3.17)
-1$:1:$1
ii) For p ~ 10 it is always
9
3{t,p) ~ 1
implying that ~~ ~ 0 and again (3.17) holds.
Case II: t E (0,1). In this case it is always
3(t,p) ::; -1
and therefore (3.17) holds.
(3.18)
The analysis so far and especially the conclusions from the two cases examined effectively prove
the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1: Let A be the nonsingular block p-cyclic consistently ordered matrix in (1.1)
and JA, .c~, and S~ be the block Jacobi, block SOR a.nd block SSOR iteration matrices associated
with A and defined in (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4), respectively. Let also, the relaxation factor satisfy
wE (0,2) and let v := p{IJAI). Set
3 -,;p=1
wp := 2
Then for all points (v,w) in the domain R(p), where
(3.19)




For p > 10
{
0 < w < wp ,
wp '$ w#l < 2,
o<W# < 2,
(3.20)
p{s6) = p{S6) ::; p(ls61) ::; p{Q~) < Iw -11 ::; p(J::6). (3.21)
In (3.21), Q~ is the majorizer of S~ defined in (2.12) a.nd S~ is the similar S~ matrix: defined in
(1.4).
Proof: In Case (Iia) examined previously which holds for 3 ~ p ~ 9 and 0 < W < wp , equality
(3.16) was deduced. If in the right hand side of (3.16), (3.12) is used, where s(t,p) is replaced by
its equivalent expression from (3.14). next in the resulting expression w -1 is used for t a.nd then
the expression yielded is substituted into (3.11), one can solve for leI. recalling that cE u(lJAI), to
obtain
A (p - 1)'{2-1{2, (1- w)1{2(2 _ w)'{2-'{'
v = p(lJ I) < (p _ 2)'{2 l{, . w{3 _ 2w)' l{,
10
(3.22)
In Case (lib), where wp ~ w < 1 we work in exactly the same way, except that (3.17) is used instead
of (3.16), to finally obtain that
Iw - 11'/>v = p(IJAIJ<. (3.23)21-~/pw
In all other remaining cases as was seen in the analysis that preceded the present theorem it turns
ou' that (3.17) hold' '0, in turn, (3.23) will hold too. Obviou,ly, for all (v,w) E R(p) (3.1) will
hold which together with (2.12) and (1.4) prove the validity of (3.20).0
Remark: A direct consequence of (3.20) is that for any (v,w) E R(p) the SSOR method does
converge and, what is more, converges faster than the SOR method, provided that the later method
converges too.
We note that so far A has been assumed to be nonsingular and block p-cyclic consistently
ordered only. In the next section A will be assumed to be an irreducible H -matrix as well.
4 Neighborhoods of Dominant Convergence
In this section we shall try to determine the largest intervals (0, Tp) ~ (0,1) in Tp such that
-AP(S.(A») < w(A) -I (4.1)
for all nonsingular irreducible p-cyclic matrices with v = p(]JA[) E (0, Tp) where, it is reminded that,
w(A) is given by (1.9). Although we may work on without the further assumptions of irreducibility
and of the H -matrix character of A we shall make both these assumptions to be consistent with
the generalization of p = 3, studied in [14], to any p 2: 3.
To begin our analysis we consider relationships (1.10). However, the three relationships on the
left hold for any w E (0,2) as was already proved in (3.21). The second relationship from the right
also holds for any w E (0,2) while the rightmost one is the one due to Kahan [9]. In fact only
P(Q~(A)) < w(A) - I (4.2)
should be considered which, in view of (3.21), will certainly imply the validity of (4.1). However,
(4.2) is nothing but the corresponding inequality in (3.1) with w = w(A) = 1';11. The analysis in
Section 3, however, led us to (3.22) and (3.23). Since w(A) E (1,2) we have to consider only (3.23),
namely
,-(w~(A"')r=---,;I",)'/,..>
v < --02' 2/>w(A)
Using the expression for w(A) in terms of v we equivalently have
(4.3)
f(v):= 4>-'v> - (1- v)(1 + v»-' < O. (4.4)
From the analysis in [14] and bearing in mind (4.2) we have that the Perron root P(R~(A» of R~(A)
given in (2.13) satisfies
11
A A , 2v(l- V)
p(R.(Al) = P(Q.(A») - (1- weAl) < (I +V)' . (4.5)
To see that P(R~(A» is indeed the Perron root of R~(A) we note that A is irreducible. So are then
the matrices IJAj and~. Moreover, a.ccording to Frobenius (see fIG], ThIn 2.6) the irreducibility
of IJAI implies that C := CpC1C2 ••• Cp _ h in (2.13) - (2.14), is primitive and thus
p(G) =p"(IJA I) =v' E u(G).
It also follows that R~(A) too is primitive since it is an irreducible matrix whole cycle lengths ha.ve
a greatest common divisor equal to 1. So, for c = p(IJA!) E O'(IJI), (2.15) will give among others
the Perron root of R~(A) for w = weAl. By Desca.rtes' rule of signs it is readily seen that (2.15)
possesses a. unique real positive root T = P(R~(A»' From the analysis of the previous section, the
discussion so far and the H -matrix character of A it becomes clear that II < L Since inequality
(4.4) holds for all v for which v < Tp $ 1 in order to determine Tp it suffices to find the value of
Tp E (0,1] that makes f(Tp ) vanish. In other words Tp in the interval in question is the real positive
number that satisfies
f(T,):= 4,-IT~ - (1- Tp)(1 +T,),-1 = o.
For p ::;; 3, (4.6) turns out to be
(4.6)
(4.7)
which is the equation (2.31) of [14].
To simplify the notation in the study of the function f in (4.6) we shall drop the index p from
rpi we shall use it only if it is absolutely necessary. Also, since (4.6) trivially holds for p ::;; 2 in the
subsequent analysis we shall be considering p ~ 2 despite the fact that so far we have been dealing
with p ~ 3. Our very first result of this section is stated and proved in the theorem below.
Theorem 4.1: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 and the additional assumption that
A is an irreducible H -matrix, the Penon root T of R~(A) equals i:~~;);l for a unique value of
T = T, E (1/3, 1/2).
Proof: It is readily checked, using (2.15) with w::;; w(A), that if the Perron root T of R~(A)
equals (;~;)1 then r will satisfy equation (4.6), with r E (a,l). To study the function f(r) in (0,1)
we define
and form their ratio
g(T):= 4,-IT" h(T):= (1- T)(I +T),-1 T E (O,IJ





We set 8:= l/r, 8 E [1,00), and consider
l(a):= k(l/s) = 4Ll (a -1)(a + lr" s E [1,00)
where
1(1) = 0 lim lea) = 00.•_00
Differentiating (4.10) with respect to 8 we obtain
(4.10)
(4.11)
i11(a)a:;- ~ p(s -1) +2. (4.12)
The right hand side of (4.12) is positive for every 8 E [1,00) and every p ~ 2. So, lea) is a
strictly increasing function of a E [1,00). However, by virtue of (4.11) there will exist a unique
value of oS E (1,00), denoted by 8 p, such that leap) = 1. In view of (4.9) and (4.10) it is implied
that there exists a unique value of r E (0,1) denoted by rp = 1/8p for which k(r) assumes the
value lor, equivalently, because of (4.6) and (4.7), fer) becomes zero. Also, since from (4.10)
1(2) = (~)'-1 < 1 and 1(3) = 2 > 1 it is implied that a, = l/r, E (2,3) which proves that
r, E (1/3,1/2). 0
The value of r", as a function of p ~ 2, strictly decreases with respect to p. More specifically
we have the following valid statement.
Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 the unique positive real root rp of (4.6)
is a strictly decreasing function of p ~ 2. Specifically








lim r, = 1/3.,_00
Proof: First we embed the set of integers p E [2, 00) into the set of real numbers p E [2, 00)
and consider rp = r(p), the unique real positive root of (4.6) in (1/3,1/2), as a function of the real
p E [2,00). Differentiating (4.6) with respect to p we obtain
(4r)' [In(4r) + ~ ~;] +4(1+r)H~
-4(1- r )(1+ r ),-1 [In(1+ r) + fi~:l ~;l = 0
We substitute in the above equation (4r)P from (4.6) and after some manipulation we have
[(1- r)(p+ r) +1] i1r = (1- r)ln (1 +r) .r(1 + r) i1p 4r
13
(4.14)
Since from Theorem 4.1 it is T = Tp E (1/3,1/2) we have 1 - T > 0 and 1{;:= < 1, implyingfrom (4.14) that ~; < o. Therefore Tp is a strictly decreasing function with respect to p. Sinceit is ·also bounded from below by 1/3, Tp will possess a limit as p --t 00. To find this limit wetake (4.6), solve for 4 P- 1TP, extract pth roots and take limits of both sides. Having in mind that2-I/p < (1 - r)'/p < (2/3)I/p, (4/3t
'
/p < (1 + r)-I/p < 3/2 and that ,!!.'1l,.'/p = 1, for every
x > 0, we obtain
41im T=:1+ lim rp_oo 1'-00
from which limp_oo T =: 1/3 follows. 0
We close this section with the statement and proof of the generalization of Lemma 2.1(i) of (14].
Theorem 4.3: Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 the Perron root T of R~(A) is a strictlyincreasing function of v for all v E [0,1).
Proof: The Perron root T satisfies (2.15) with w =: w(A) = 1;1" Using (2.14), (2.15) can be
rewritten as
(2V)"H;b(T):=TP- ( )3 [(I+v)'T+(I-v)')[(1+v)'T+2v(l-v)]P-' =0. (4.15)1+11 p
Now we differentiate (4.15) with respect to v, multiply both members by r, replace TP in the






a(v) av = b(v),
v {pl(1 +V)'T +(1- v)']2v(l- v)
+T(1 +v)'[(1 +V)'T +2(1- v)(I- 2v)]} .
(4.16)
(4.17)
b(v) := (I~') {[P(I- 2v) +2(1 +v)][(1 +V)'T +(1 - v)'][(1 +V)'T +2v(1 - v)]
+2v(1 +v) [(1 +v)T[(1 +V)'T +2v(l- v)]- (1 - v)[(1+ V)'T +2v(l- v)]
+(p - 2)[(1 +V)'T +(1- v)'][(1 +V)T +(1 - 2v)J]}.




a(v) = (1 +v)' > 0
P(v) = 2(1 - v)(1 + v)'[(p - 2)v + IJ > 0
,(v) = 2pv(l- v)' > 0
for all II E (0,1). Since T> 0, it is implied tha.t
a(v) > 0, v E (0,1). (4.19)
On the other hand, the expression in the braces in the right hand side of (4.18) can be rewritten
as follows
(p - 2)[(1+ v)', +(1 - v)'][(1+ v)', +4v(1 - 2v)]
+[(1 + v)', + 2v(l- v))[4(1 + v)', + 4(1- v)(I- 2v)]. (4.20)
Obviously, for v E (0,1/2] the expression (4.20) is positive because p ~ 2, T > 0 and 211- 1 ~ O.
For II E (1/2,1) we will show that each of the last factors in the two terms of products appearing
. (420) . . 0 . 0 {1-v}{2&.o-1) 4,,(2,,-1) . ead1l h ck d ill h tIII • are POSitive. I,Slfice < p+v)2 < (1+11)2 ,as 15 rye e e ,we w prove t a
4v(2v -1)
q(v):= (1 + v)' <, (4.21)
holds for all v E (1/2,1). We observe that from (4.15) it is tjl(O) < O. Since the Perron root T is
the oJ!,ly positive real zero of ,peT) it suffices then to prove that ¢(q(v» < O. Indeed, using q(v),
from (4.21), for Tin (4.15) we obtain after some algebra tha.t
,p( (v)) = ( 4v ). [(2v -1)' _ ( v(3v -1) )\
q (l+v)' l+v (4.22)
However, for II E (1/2,1) the expression in the brackets in the right hand side of (4.22) and the
difference
(2v _ 1) _ v(3v -1) = _ (1- v)' < 0
l+v l+v
are of .the same sign. Therefore,p(q(v)) < 0 implying that the expression (4.20) is positive for all
v E (0,1) and so is b(v) in (4.18) and (4.16). From (4.16), ,ince a(v) and b(v) are positive for all
v E (0,1), it is concluded that ~ > o. This result implies that T strictly increases with v E [0,1]
which concludes the proof of the theorem. 0
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